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Online Quiz League 
 

Questions set by: OQL Committee 
For use in: Week 13 matches played 23/11/2022 

Correct as of: 23/11/2022 
 

Note to QMs (please read aloud to teams): Players are politely reminded to have their hands in view at all times 
 

Please remind the scorer that they must select ‘CUP match’ for the result to be recorded and the handicaps to be 
loaded into the scorer. 

 
Teams are reminded that all players must have played a minimum of 3 league matches to be eligible for the cup. 
Please check that all of your players are eligible as any team deemed to have played an ineligible player will forfeit 
the match. 
 



  



Round 1 

1a 
Which ghost village near Lulworth in Dorset was evacuated during the Second World War when the War Office 
requisitioned the heathland surrounding the Purbeck Hills? It remains closed to the public during the week, but may 
be accessed most weekends.  

TYNEHAM 

1b What is the anatomical name for the lower jaw bone in the human skeleton? MANDIBLE 

2a What number would you be left on in a game of darts if you required ‘tops’? 
FORTY (accept DOUBLE 
TWENTY) 

2b Vivien Leigh won her first Best Actress Oscar for playing which role in Gone with the Wind? 
SCARLETT O’HARA (accept 
either name) 

3a 
The Pulitzer Prize in Criticism was first awarded in 1970 to Ada Louise Huxtable, generally considered to be the first 
American professional critic in what field? A British magazine dedicated to this subject has had contributors such as 
Ian Nairn, Jonathan Meades and Nikolaus Pevsner.  

ARCHITECTURE (prompt on 
“art”) 

3b 
El Camino was a Grammy Award-winning 2011 album by which American rock duo? In 2022, the duo released the 
album Dropout Boogie.  

The BLACK KEYS 

4a 
What name is given to the coffee drink made by adding water to a single or double shot of espresso? It is popularly 
believed that it got its name due to being the drink of choice of GIs during World War II. 

Caffè AMERICANO 

4b 
What was the first name of the French noblewoman who was the Queen Consort of England from 1420 to ’22 
and the mother of Henry VI? Through her later marriage to Owen Tudor she became the grandmother to Henry VII, 
and she was the first of five English queens consort with this name. 

CATHERINE of Valois 



 
  



Round 2 

  1a 
What name is given to the speculative bubble that arose in the Dutch Golden Age, when a newly fashionable flower 
became a coveted luxury item, only for the market to collapse in 1637?  

TULIP mania (or 
TULPENMANIE; accept 
TULIP bubble) 

1b 
Not to be confused with a sudoku, which Japanese logic puzzle is played on a 16 by 16 grid of black-and-white cells and 
is completed by inserting digits 1 to 9 into the white cells so that they add up to the associated number clue? 

KAKURO 

2a 
First coined by cartoonist Gary Larson in 1982 in his comic strip Far Side, what name has since been adopted to describe 
the distinctive arrangement of four spikes on the tails of dinosaurs such as the Stegosaurus? 

THAGOMIZER 

2b The mountain and ski resort of Tochal lies in the Alborz range and is linked to which Asian capital city by a gondola lift? TEHRAN 

3a 
Robert Fyfe played the character of Howard, a womanising, serial marriage cheat, in 230 episodes of which long-running 
British sitcom set in Yorkshire? 

LAST OF THE SUMMER 
WINE 

3b 
Which former country topped the Summer Olympics medal table six times between 1956 and 1988, including once as 
the host? 

USSR or SOVIET UNION 

4a 
'Romeo' was a 1977 hit for which British band who shared their name with an American rock band who had a 1992 hit 
with 'To Be with You'? 

MR BIG 

4b 
Likely because of the success of his novel Doctor Zhivago, which Russian author was awarded the 1958 Nobel Prize in 
Literature? Due to the attitude of the Soviet Union, he was forced to decline the award. 

Boris PASTERNAK 

  



Round 3 

1a Which actress played Cersei [SIR-see] Lannister on the HBO TV series Game of Thrones? Lena HEADEY [LEE-na HEE-dee] 

1b 
What surname is shared by Filippo, a striker who scored 73 goals in 202 Serie A games for AC Milan between 2001 
and 2012, and his brother Simone [see-MOW-nay], who is the current manager of city rivals Inter? 

INZAGHI 

2a 
Beyoncé Knowles was a member of which girl-group that had UK number 1 hits with 'Independent Women Part I' 
and 'Survivor'? 

DESTINY'S CHILD 

2b 
The 2022 collection Marple is made up of twelve short stories featuring Miss Marple written by a variety of female 
authors. Which author contributed the short story The Open Mind? In 2017, she won the Women's Prize for 
Fiction for her novel The Power, a science fiction novel in which women develop the ability to produce electricity. 

Naomi ALDERMAN 

3a 
Serving with General Patton in World War II campaigns in North Africa and Sicily, which five-star US Army 
general was chosen by General Eisenhower as the field commander of the American forces for the 1944 Normandy 
Landings? 

Omar BRADLEY 

3b 
Jason Donovan appears in adverts for which UK subscription lottery that awards daily prizes based on the player's 
location and has raised over £950 million for UK charities? 

People's POSTCODE Lottery 

4a 
The fundamental universal constant that defines the quantum nature of energy and relates the energy of a photon to 
its frequency is named after which German theoretical physicist who originated quantum theory? 

Max PLANCK 

4b 
Reading [redding] and Leigh Delamere are service stations on which major motorway that runs from London to 
Pont Abraham in Wales? 

M4 

  



Round 4 

1a Which book of the Bible, the second in the Old Testament, tells the story of the Israelites' escape from slavery in Egypt? Book of EXODUS 

1b 
Which French composer's orchestral composition La Mer was inspired by Hokusai's woodblock print The Great Wave 
off Kanagawa? 

Claude DEBUSSY 

2a 
Rihanna disappointed some of her fans when she announced that which controversial actor would be featuring in her 
Savage X Fenty Vol 4. show? 

Johnny DEPP 

2b 
What word is suffixed by '-gate' to give the name of the scandal involving leading politicians attending social gatherings in 
defiance of public health restrictions? The term was a candidate for the Collins English Dictionary Word of the Year in 2022. 

PARTY (accept 
PARTYGATE) 

3a 
In which country is a stock market index known as the DAX located? It consists of forty blue-chip companies such as 
Puma and Merck.  

GERMANY 

3b 
In 1937, which chemical element, with the atomic number 43, became the first element to be artificially produced? Its 
name is derived from the Greek for 'artificial'. 

TECHNETIUM 

4a 
Which former captain of the Pakistan cricket team became the first triple-centurion in a day/night Test match when he 
amassed a score of 302 against the West Indies in 2016? 

Azhar ALI 

4b 
Which stop-motion film, co-written and produced by Jordan Peele and released on Netflix in 2022, tells the story of two 
demon brothers who use hair cream to resurrect dead people in the town of Rust Bank? 

WENDELL & WILD 

  



HALF-TIME - PLEASE CHANGE ORDER 
Round 5 

1a 
Simon Helberg played the character of Howard, an awkward, wannabe womaniser, in which long-running American 
sitcom about four physicists at CalTech? 

The BIG BANG 
THEORY 

1b 
Which former country came second to the USSR on the Summer Olympics medal table three times between 1976 and 
1988? It is widely believed that this country's success was due in part to a state-sanctioned doping programme. 

EAST GERMANY 
(GERMAN 
DEMOCRATIC 
REPUBLIC or GDR) 

2a 
'Magic Fly' was a 1977 hit for which French band who shared their name with a Britpop band who had 1996 hits with 
'Female of the Species' and 'Neighbourhood'? 

SPACE 

2b 
Although he tried to decline it, which French author was awarded the 1964 Nobel Prize in Literature? He is also known for 
his work as a philosopher, with works including Being and Nothingness and Existentialism is a Humanism. 

Jean-Paul SARTRE 

3a 
Named after a British company founded in 1711 to transport African slaves across the Atlantic, what two-word name is 
given to the speculative bubble caused when that company's massively-inflated share price suddenly collapsed in 1720? 

SOUTH SEA Bubble (or 
SOUTH SEA Company) 

3b 
Sometimes called Mathdoku or Calcudoku, which Japanese logic puzzle requires each cage to be filled with numbers that 
produce a target number when combined with a particular mathematical operation? Grids vary in size and, unlike Kakuro, 
numbers can be repeated in a cage as long as they are not in the same row or column. 

KENKEN 

4a 
What word was first used as the name of a sticky green substance in a book by Dr. Seuss, and is now given to a  non-
Newtonian fluid made by suspending corn starch in water? 

OOBLECK 

4b The mountain and ski resort of Vitosha overlooks which European capital city which it is linked to by a gondola lift? SOFIA 



 
Round 6 

1a 
In 2007, LA Weekly columnist Jonathan Gold was awarded the Pulitzer Prize in Criticism, becoming the first critic in what 
field to be honoured? Other writers on this subject include Simon Hopkinson, Claudia Roden and Charles Campion. 

FOOD (accept 
RESTAURANTS, 
COOKERY and other 
equivalents) 

1b 
El Caminos in the West was the first single from which American indie rock band's 2003 album Sumday [someday]? In 
2020, the band released a pared down rerecording of their 2000 album The Sophtware Slump. 

GRANDADDY 

2a 
Unlike a latte, which contains more milk, which coffee drink is made up of one third espresso, one third steamed milk, and 
one third milk foam, creating a frothy texture? Its name is derived from that of an order of Franciscan friars who wear robes of 
a similar colour. 

CAPPUCCINO 

2b 
What was the first name of the older sister of Catherine of Valois who married Richard II after the death of his first wife, 
Anne of Bohemia, and served as Queen Consort of England from 1396 to ’99? She is the last of three English queens consort 
with this name. 

ISABELLA of Valois 

3a 
Which village in the South Devon Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty gives its name to a long beach which, despite its 
name, is made of shingle? In 1944, this beach was the site of a disastrous practice exercise for the D-Day landings.  

SLAPTON (accept 
SLAPTON SANDS) 

3b What is the anatomical name for the collar bone in the human skeleton? CLAVICLE 

4a 
What number would you be left on in a game of darts if you were ‘stuck in the mad house’? A player only has one method of 
checking out from this position.  

TWO (accept DOUBLE 
ONE) 



4b Vivien Leigh won her second Best Actress Oscar for playing which character in A Streetcar Named Desire? 
BLANCHE DUBOIS 
(accept either name) 



Round 7 

1a 
In which country is a stock market index known as the NIFTY 50 located? It consists of fifty blue-chip companies such as 
Infosys and Tata Steel. 

INDIA 

1b 
Which chemical element, with the atomic number 85, is the rarest naturally occurring element in the Earth's crust? This 
element has a name coming from the Greek for 'unstable', which reflects the fact all its isotopes are short-lived decay products. 

ASTATINE 

2a 
Azhar Ali was not the only player to score a triple century in 2016; which Indian batter scored 303 in a test match against 
England in Chennai? This would be one of only six test appearances for the player. 

Karun NAIR 

2b 
Which film, released on Netflix in 2022, saw Lindsay Lohan star as a hotel heiress who suffers from amnesia after a skiing 
accident? 

FALLING FOR 
CHRISTMAS 

3a 
Named after the patron saint of Venice, which book of the Bible is both the second in the New Testament and the second of 
the Gospels? 

Gospel of MARK 

3b Which movement from Claude Debussy's Suite bergamasque has a name translating as ‘moonlight’? CLAIR DE LUNE 

4a 
Which British singer, actor and LGBTQ+ activist announced he would no longer model for Rihanna's Fenty after Depp was 
announced as a brand ambassador? 

Olly ALEXANDER 
(accept Olly Alexander 
THORNTON) 

4b 
What four-letter prefix precedes ‘shambles’ in the name applied to the 2012 Budget? It was first used on the show The Thick 
of It, and was the Oxford English Dictionary Word of the Year in 2012. 

OMNI 

  



Round 8 

1a 
Which US Army general, the youngest four-star general during World War II, led the fifth army to capture Rome for the 
Allied forces in 1944 after ignoring an order from Harold Alexander? He later succeeded Douglas MacArthur and Matthew 
Ridgeway as Commander of the United Nations forces during the Korean War. 

Mark W. CLARK 

1b Until October 2022, Philip Schofield appeared in adverts for which website operated by British Car Auctions? 
WE BUY ANY CAR 
(or webuyanycar.com) 

2a 
Named after an Italian scientist, which constant relates the number of constituent particles in a substance with the amount of 
substance? 

AVOGADRO constant 
(or AVOGADRO's 
number) 

2b Newport Pagnell and Watford Gap are service stations on which major motorway that runs from London to Leeds? 
M1 (do not accept 
“A1(M)”) 

3a Which actress played Sansa Stark on the HBO TV series Game of Thrones? Sophie TURNER 

3b 
What surname is shared by Franco, a defender who played 532 Serie A games for AC Milan between 1977 and 1997, and his 
brother Giuseppe, who played 392 times as a holding midfielder of city rivals Inter? 

BARESI 

4a Nicole Scherzinger was a member of which girl-group that had UK number 1 hits with 'Don't Cha' and 'Stickwitu'? 
The PUSSYCAT 
DOLLS 

4b 
The short story The Unravelling was contributed to the Marple collection by which author, known for her novels that retell 
Greek myths? In her comedy career, she won Best Newcomer at the Edinburgh Fringe, where she performed between 2002 and 
2006. 

Natalie HAYNES 

  



If the scores are level after Round 8, please play Round 9 – if scores are still level after that, the tie should be broken using the ‘Nearest 
the Bull’ question that follows. If the ‘Nearest the Bull’ question is required, please inform Jon Stitcher or Aidan Linge of the result. 

 

1a 
Which 19th-century Irish author of Gothic horror wrote the lesbian vampire thriller Carmilla and the locked-room 
mystery Uncle Silas? 

J. Sheridan LE FANU 

1b 
Between 2014 and 2017, which city, the fourth most populous in India, served as the capital of two Indian states: Telangana 
and Andhra Pradesh? Since then, the government of Andhra Pradesh has begun moving to the planned city of Amaravati. 

HYDERABAD 

2a 
The name of which console made by Nintendo refers to the fact it can be used both as a portable device and, when docked, 
as a home console? 

 Nintendo SWITCH 

2b 
Which Scottish journalist is the chairman of The Spectator and the host of his own show on Channel Four on Sunday 
evenings? He was previously the host of This Week and The Daily Politics and the editor of The Sunday Times. 

Andrew NEIL 

3a 
Which city serves as the capital of the Indian states of Punjab and Haryana? This city was built in the 1950s and is one of the 
richest in the country. 

CHANDIGARH 

3b Which Romantic author's 1819 short story ‘The Vampyre’ is sometimes considered to be the first modern vampire story? 
John William 
POLIDORI 

4a 
In 2021, Laura Kuenssberg replaced which Glasgow-born journalist as the host of BBC One's Sunday morning talk show? 
He is currently the chief political commentator for the New Statesman and a host on LBC, and has previously been the editor 
of The Independent. 

Andrew MARR 

4b 
The Nintendo Switch ranks third on the list of best-selling Nintendo consoles behind the Game Boy and which other 
handheld console that succeeded the Game Boy Advance? This device's two-letter name may refer to the fact it had two LCD 
screens. 

Nintendo DS 



Nearest the Bull 
If this question is required, each team must nominate one player only to answer this question. The QM should read 
the question aloud and ask the two nominated players to send them a private message with their answer. Whichever 
team’s answer is closer to the correct answer wins the match. 
 
Q: There have been six British monarchs from the House of Hanover; for how many days were they on the throne? 
 
A: 68,099 
 
Spares 

1 Dysnomia is the only known moon of which dwarf planet in the Solar System? ERIS 

2 
Which traditional dish from Northumberland consists of dried legumes that are boiled,  often with a joint of ham or 
bacon, and then blended? 

PEASE pudding (accept 
PEASE porridge) 

3 
In 2002, which politician topped a poll to find the greatest ever Welsh person? He was recognised for his role in 
founding the National Health Service. 

Aneurin BEVAN (or Nye 
BEVAN) 

4 
Clarke Peters, who played Lester Freamon in The Wire, provided the famous backing vocals to which singer-
songwriter's 1976 hit single 'Love and Affection'? 

Joan ARMATRADING 

 
 


